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Supplemental Multimedia Online Learning Tool (SMOLT) in
Engineering Education
Abstract – This paper introduces the use of multimedia tools to create an online self-study
environment to supplement the classroom instruction in engineering courses such as Graphical
Communications. The topics in this course extend from hand sketching demonstrations to solid
model creation using CAD software such as CATIA. Webcam, tablet PC, and Camtasia software
were used to capture live examples and the recorded screencasts were posted in Blackboard.
Supplemental Multimedia Online Learning Tools (SMOLT) provide students an efficient way to
review the topics covered in the class, in that hand sketching and complex CAD models are often
difficult to interpret through words and pictures alone. The positive survey results reflect an
initial success of using multimedia tools to supplement the classroom instruction.
Keywords: multimedia, CAD, online, video
Introduction
This paper reports the development and use of a multimedia online learning tool to create an
online self-study environment to supplement the classroom instruction in engineering courses;
the Supplemental Multimedia Online Learning Tool (SMOLT). Multimedia forms of obtaining
information have been widely adopted by students when available in both traditional and nontraditional learning environments such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). The value
of a multi-media approach to supplement classroom learning is well understood however its
implementation and long-term assessment are still limited. Moreover, while MOOCs has been
used to record lectures it does not mimic other aspects of the student-faculty interaction for a
more complete educational experience that is recognized in various educational taxonomies.
Multimedia forms of obtaining information have been recognized in the last 20 years as a way to
supplement classroom instruction. It has been widely adopted by students when available and
has proved to be an efficient way to achieve students learning outcomes1-2. Its value has been
seen in both traditional and non-traditional learning environments. Students at the United States
Military Academy needed greater control, flexibility, and utility as to when and how they learn
course material. This was provided by network-based multimedia presentations and hypertext
documents, primarily the classroom material3. Others have taken a more focused and integrated
approach by developing topics related software to address a particular issue in students learning.
The study of engineering dynamics is difficult with traditional classroom teaching tools since
they cannot show motion therefore packages such as BEST (Basic Engineering Software for
Teaching) Dynamics were produced4. These individual initiatives can also be developed into
university-wide multimedia instruction enterprises that provide media-based resources to assist
faculty members across multiple disciplines5. However, the ability to distribute and share these
resources were limited by the delivery system in the early 1990’s and, for example, the freshman
engineering graphics class at UC Berkeley was given an interactive multimedia CD. The
approach was extremely well received, even in this format, and helped with the understanding of
the course material6.
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As increased internet bandwidth and new delivery systems became available, media-based
teaching tools improved especially for engineering applications in which complex components
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and assemblies are often difficult to visualize. One such approach was EDICS (Engineering
Design Instructional Computer Program) which took the students through a series of interactive
screens that included media such as pictures, animations, videos, and even games7. Multimedia
courseware has also been used in teaching mathematics to increase the student’s motivation
when learning topics such as loci in two dimensions8. Researchers developed screencasts in
thermodynamics, heat transfer, and fluids, material and manufacturing courses9-17. Purdue
University makes mention of using the screen capture and video editing software, Camtasia
Studio from TechSmith Corporation, to assess students through in-video quizzes18. In instances
where English is not the primary language, ADA compliant captions can aid in comprehending
the content of the video. Captions may also help viewers that are in noisy environments still
understand what is being said in the video. The value of a multimedia approach to supplement
classroom learning is well understood however its implementation is still limited.
In this work a series of SMOLTs, short 1-6 min videos, based on different fundamental
engineering topics have been developed. These provide the students with an efficient way to
review the topics covered in the class and should be transferrable across a range of engineering
disciplines. These thoughtfully constructed screencasts provide step-by-step audio illustrations
with captions, the creation of 3D model visualizations, pictures, and quizzes provide students
with unlimited contact with the instructor. They are an effective supplement to classroom
instruction that helps students with understanding the course material that can be more broadly
implemented outside of Graphical Communications. Surveys taken for multiple classes showed
that more than 95% of students who used this online resource ‘liked’ it.
Understanding SMOLT
A MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) is a form of distance education offered to students that
can be geographically distributed around the world. The focus of MOOCs is to offer courses,
typically taught by professors, to non-traditional students and has been championed by
institutions such as MIT and Stanford19. MOOCs offer students who may have full-time jobs or
who may not have the financial resources to attend a traditional university the ability to
participate in many classes for free. However, these courses generally do not result in college
credits toward a degree. A SPOC (Small Private Online Course) is a condensed program offered
by Harvard University20. SPOCs are also free but have limitations on the number of students
who can participate at one time. It is generally understood that students perform better in small,
customizable groups, as opposed to MOOC, which offers a course to an unlimited number of
students20. More recently, universities such as Georgia Institute of Technology and Lesley
University are taking supplemental instruction in higher education a step further than the
standard MOOC model. These programs will give students the opportunity to earn their degrees
on their own terms, and at a much more affordable price21. For example, Georgia Institute of
Technology will offer their OMSCS (Online Master of Science in Computer Science) degree for
under $7,000.00 starting in the spring semester of 201422.
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A number of taxonomies exist to help quantity educational aims and objectives, to delineate
different types of learning and to show the transition between intermediate steps towards some
type of expertise. One of the first and most used is Bloom’s taxonomy23 has identified of three
types of learning; cognitive, associated with mental skills, affective, associated with growth in
feelings or emotional areas; and psychomotor, associated with manual or physical. A traditional
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academic education focuses on the cognitive and in Bloom’s taxonomy this has an additional
hierarchical substructure that moves through knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation. Other educational taxonomies such as SOLO (Structure of Observed
Learning Outcome) have also been proposed and investigated24. This taxonomy proposes that
learning complex material such as that often seen in engineering disciplines needs to be broken
down into less complex tasks and later integrated to form a solid understanding of the subject.
The SOLO taxonomy also stresses an important point that the learning process requires effort
from both the educator and the student. In most of these models the traditional lecture, and by
association MOOCs, typically only addresses the lower levels of learning in these taxonomies.
The transition to higher levels of complexity in student's learning ability typically requires a
more dialectic approach with an individualized interaction with the professor, in essence a
cognitive apprenticeship. The Supplemental Multimedia Online Learning Tool (SMOLT) is the
next logical step from the MOOCs since it will deliver the one-on-one interaction that the student
has with the instructor using a dialectic approach. Moreover, the use of SMOLTs will enable
hierarchical transitions towards expertise in some sense mimicking the journey of a smolt, a
young salmon that migrates from fresh water to the sea, as the student also develops in their
journey of learning.

Implementation of SMOLT
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Multimedia supplemental instruction in the traditional educational model offers students the
opportunity to gain a more in-depth understanding of a specific topic. Supplements are offered
in the form of short videos that capture the main focus of a lecture or a lab, thus giving students
another focal point in which to review materials outside the classroom setting. Students who
have difficulty understanding a particular aspect of the material will be better equipped to point
out what areas of the broader subject they are having trouble with when consulting with the
instructor or their classmates. In turn, the instructor will be better prepared to address consistent
areas of concern within the framework of the lecture. SMOLT, as opposed to MOOC, offers
traditional university students an additional learning tool for success. There are shared
advantages, such as helping students develop better problem solving techniques and encourage
students to create learning communities with classmates when reviewing the information19. The
focus of SMOLT is to create a more personalized student experience when reviewing topics
covered in the class. Students can use SMOLT as a way to reviews lectures or lab assignments
multiple times to gain better clarity of the topic. This generation has become less focused on
using text books or manuals but often watches how other people are doing things online, and
then tries it themselves. They have also become good at processing multiple information streams
adapting to the high tech forms of media which often require multitasking but typically with
short attention spans. In addition, it has been found that when groups have reviewed videotapes
of lectures, stop them every three minutes, discuss what have seen, and address questions or
ambiguities at that time they typically outperformed the ones actually taking the classes live25.
Accordingly, SMOLTs are short 1-6 min videos, in this instance based on different fundamental
engineering topics, which will mimic a one-on-one interaction with instructor. Students who
participate in supplemental learning such as SMOLT have a decrease in course drop outs rates by
almost 50% and often have better test scores26. However, the most effective methods must be
investigated to find best media or combination of media, i.e. blended learning27, for the subject
matter.
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Graphical Communications is a core course taught to all the first-year undergraduates at EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University and was chosen for the implementation of SMOLT. It is
designed to familiarize the students with the basic principles of drafting and engineering
drawing, to improve three dimensional (3D) visualization skills, and to teach the fundamentals of
a computer aided design. The students meet the instructor twice a week during this three-credithour semester course with each class lasting two hours. The first hour of each class is the
scheduled lecture time after which the students are allowed to complete their assigned homework
and ask questions as needed. The students learn the principles of orthographic projections and
apply the principles to multi-view drawings by hand during the first four weeks of a fourteenweek semester. A 3D computer aided parametric modeling tool, CATIA, is then introduced after
hand drawing, followed by auxiliary and section views, dimensioning, and tolerances. However,
the students often struggle with visualization at the beginning of the semester; especially, how to
complete an incomplete or missing orthographic view and the isometric view of the orthographic
projections. If this lack of understanding continues the students will quickly fall behind and will
have a difficult time transitioning to understanding the 3-D computer aided parametric modeling
tool. The relatively short class time means that not all students get the immediate help they need.
In addition, many of them do not follow up during office or tutoring hours for additional
assistance. Since it is early in their university career they often are not mature enough to admit
they are unsure of the material and need help.
Similar classes exist at UNC Charlotte but this paper focus initially on the data obtained from
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.
Video Files Creation
LifeCam Studio® from Microsoft, and a Samsung tablet PC were used to record and better
illustrate the more challenging concepts of hand sketching. Camtasia Studio® from Techsmith
was used to capture CATIA model problems and to post process demonstrating the use of the 3D
CAD software. The video files, approximately 10 minutes long, were saved as Mpeg4 HD files
and posted in Blackboard via the Kaltura® video application. A similar approach has been taken
at both institutions.
The topics covered include engineering scales, orthographic projections, section views, and
auxiliary views. Figure 1(a) shows a screencast which was captured using LifeCam Studio®, the
audio illustration explains the layout of the given views and how to complete the missing top
view and the corresponding isometric view. The cubes were used to construct the 3-D model to
visualize the different views and the relationship between the orthographic views and the
isometric view. Figure 1(b) describes a section view sketching screencast which was created by
using Camtasia Studio® to record the hand writing on OneNote with a Samsung tablet PC and a
stylus pen.
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Figures 2 and 3 document CATIA, Camtasia Studio® was used to capture the CATIA screens to
demonstrate how to create a 3D solid model. Figure 2 (a) shows how to use paint software to
illustrate the given two orthographic views and which view should be selected to create an
efficient 3D model Figure 2(b) demonstrates how to use a yellow magnifier in Camtasia to
highlight the icon which would be used to create the 3D part. Figure 3 (a) describes how to use a
zoom-n-pan tab to add zoom and pan animations to video files. Figure 3 (b) was used to
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demonstrate how to create 2D drafting file using CATIA. It was found using animation, pictures,
and audio narrations for hand sketching or CATIA 3D models facilitated another types of
learners, visual learners to further improve their comprehension28.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) hand sketching screencast by LifeCam Studio (b) hand sketching screencast by
Samsung tablet PC

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) CATIA screen and paint screen; and (b) CATIA model
Captions were implemented using Camtasia’s speech-to-text feature that interprets the audio of
the video into captions with a screenshot shown in Figure 4 (a). They were edited afterwards as
technical jargon is not recognized through general speech to text software. An option to format
captions into ADA compliant settings was used. The captions could either be overlain on the
video or positioned under the video. Due to the CATIA toolbars covering the lower portion of
the screen, the option for the captions under the video was used as illustrated in Figure 4 (b).
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The quiz feature was utilized to include interactive quizzes in the videos. Figure 6 shows the four
types of questions available: (a) multiple choice, (b) fill in the blank, (c) true/false, and (d) short
answer. The short answer option can be used to allow the students to provide feedback on the
quality of the video. Challenges encountered included adjusting the video fit within the window
and having the quiz itself display.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3. (a) A zoom-n-pan screenshot; and (b) CATIA drafting file

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. (a) Camtasia caption editor highlighting ADA compliant button, (b) produced video
with captions
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To display the quiz format in Blackboard, a tutorial from Purdue University was used as
guidance to develop the necessary custom settings for the desired format, which included a
Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) output file29. SCORM is used as the
industry standard for interoperability between learning content and learning management
systems30. The SCORM output option was used to generate a zipped file that could be uploaded
to Blackboard to retain the quiz feature as opposed to uploading just the Mp4 file, which does
not allow the feature. Figure 7 shows screenshots from (a) choosing the custom production
settings option on the first window of the production screen in Camtasia, (b) SCORM button
option to enter settings, (c) option to select zip file production, and (d) the Blackboard upload
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option under the Build Content menu. An additional adjustment was to decrease the embedded
video size to fit within the webpage as viewing the video in full screen disables keyboard input.

Figure 6. Types of quizzes with sample questions: (a) Multiple choice, (b) Fill in the
blank, (c) True/False, (d) Short answer
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Figure 7. Production and upload specifics options: (a) Production Wizard first page highlighting
custom settings option, (b) Quiz reporting options page highlighting SCORM options button, (c)
SCORM options window highlighting zip file production option, (d) Blackboard screenshot
highlighting Content Package selection under the Build Content tab
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Results and Discussion
The survey was completed by 78 students in the fall 2012 semester, 55 students in the spring
2013, and 38 students in the fall 2013. The survey was given at the middle of the each semester
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and yielded positive results as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 (a) presents the results for question
one, which asked students if they watched the video files. 41% students in the fall 2012 semester,
43% students in the spring of 2013, and 70% students in the fall of 2013 watched the video files.
The second question asked the students for the reasons if they did not watch the video files. Of
those who did not watch the videos indicated they did not need to watch because either they fully
understood the material covered in the class or they have the PDF tutorial which helped in
understanding. Figure 8 (b), for the students who watched the videos, all but one ‘extremely
liked’ or ‘liked’ them. The only one student, who did not like the material, stated the material in
the videos was covered too quickly.

(a)
(b)
Figure 8. (a) A survey to check if students watched the videos; (b) Video files usefulness.
Conclusions and Future Work
SMOLT, a Supplemental Multimedia Online Learning Tool, offer students another approach to
study hand sketching and CAD software that can often be initially difficult to learn or understand
during the limited class period. The paper demonstrates that the video files help students better
understand the graphics concepts, as these can often be difficult to visualize. The design intent
via audio narration, pictures, animations, and the creation of 3D models can be more clearly
shown. Further improvements will include a creation of a baseline video incorporating
interactive features and then updating previous video files to incorporate new content and/or
updating existing course content. Tracking the number of views to get a clear understanding of
what video content does well to help guide the future video creation. Blackboard shows the
potential of obtaining statistics on how many times the video was accessed and during what time
of day including what day of the week. The addition of an interactive table of contents was
attempted but technical requirements of using Camtasia’s video player or TechSmith Smart
Player, provided a challenge when uploading to Blackboard. The HTML file created that
automatically uses the video player references Flash require security setting modification and
further research.
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